What’s New for this School Year?

More
Classroom Videos

New
Courses Added

Plus
Experts in Trauma-informed Practices and SEL
More Classroom Videos

Classroom Lessons Un-narrated

+5 Classrooms

- **Elementary ELL Classroom:** Text Features of Non-Fiction (Ms Mauull)
- **Elementary ELL Classroom:** Healthy or Harmful to the Environment (Ms Knight)
- **Secondary ELA:** Writing Process Chromebook Peer Reviewing (Mr Hillman)
- **Secondary Extracurricular Club:** Special Needs Students - Best Buddies
- **Secondary Classroom Community:** Social-Emotional Learning (Mr Hite)
New Courses

**Trauma-informed Practices – All Staff**
- **Trauma 1**: ACEs and Trauma Awareness
- **Trauma 2**: Dysregulation
- **Trauma 3**: Don’t React, Respond! (elementary and secondary versions)
- **Trauma 4**: Just Breathe - Practical Self Regulation Strategies
- **Trauma 5**: Scenarios (elementary and secondary versions)
- **Trauma 6**: Restorative Justice
- **Trauma 7**: Circle Up for Conflict Resolution
- **Trauma 8**: Transforming your Environment
- **Trauma 9**: Communicating and Connecting
- **Trauma 10**: Understanding Violent Behavior

**Special Needs and Intervention**
- Dyslexia Accommodations and Intervention
- Beyond Behavior Modification
- The Profound Impact of ACEs
- An Introduction to Learning Disabilities, ADD/ADHD and Autism
- Sensory Processing Disorder in the Classroom
- Autism in the Classroom

**Trauma-informed Practices – Admin**
- Becoming Trauma-Aware
- Preparing for Change
- Changing School Culture
- Developing Staff and Skills for Intervention
- Moving Forward as a Trauma-informed School

**Mini Courses (2 hours)**
- Getting the Most out of your Interactive Whiteboard
- Differentiation by Product, Process and Content
- Differentiation in Action
- Cultural Awareness in the Classroom
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Coming Soon....
New content for Social Emotional Learning

8 engaging break-out sessions from the Trauma-informed School Conference (St. Louis, MO)

- Derailing the School-to-Prison Pipeline
- It’s Getting Hot in Here
- Relational, Restorative and Resilient
- Secret Life of Teens
- The Language of Trauma
- Start and End the Day Right
- Building Emotionally Resilient Educators
- Creating a Sensory Room

+ Real classroom videos showing how to teach social-emotional learning skills

- Cognitive regulation
- Emotional processes
- Social skills / interpersonal processes
- Identity, self image and growth mindset
- Perspectives
- Values
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